Students struggles in Greece from anarchist perspective
Cops out of our universities
17 of May day of solidarity with student movement in greece against cops

The fundamental aim of authority in Greece is to reconfigure the university from a space of political resistance to an
institution sterile of claims for those who have the class position to support their admission and attendance. All the time
before, the state administration has been unfolding its plan with repressive strikes, measures to intensify studies and
legislation. Among these, Law 4777 stands out, which provides for the permanent presence of a police corps in schools,
controlled entry to university premises by tourniquets, disciplinary proceedings and expulsions of students and, finally,
the restriction of admissions to university schools through special bases in examinations (the number of those excluded
reaches 40,000).

Abolition of asylum/police in schools
Student asylum is a university foundation that anticipates non-violation by the state authorities. It informally
establishes a form of free activity within the university space, free from external state interventions.
The university asylum has been a springboard for social and class struggles over the years, with a significant
presence of anarchists in it. A turning point, in terms of the struggles in Greece, was the Polytechnic uprising
of '73, which highlighted the role of the asylum in social struggles. The struggles that took place with the
asylum as a reference point from the striking workers of a paper industry (MEL) in '75, the struggles for the
restructuring of '85 and the chemical workers of '85, the polytechnic of '95 with the 500 arrests of anarchists,
the student movements of '06-'07, to the December uprising, the long strikes of the workers in the university

contracting industry, up to the struggles of the last years. The abolition of asylum is part of the state's strategy
of pre-emptive counterinsurgency against the social and class movement, the squats and the anarchists.
Reasonably, the state apparatus, whether under social-democratic or neoliberal management, is constantly
attempting not only to break this thread of moments of struggle with the Asylum as a reference point, but also
to inactivate and suppress any focus of resistance and struggle within it. Already since 2017 the state
apparatus together with the rectorate authorities have been seeking the abolition of the asylum and the
installation of university police. Locking faculties during the hours when classes are not in session, rolls,
increasing security patrols. So here we are in June 2019 when the neoliberal administration chooses to abolish
the Asylum with its first piece of legislation. Since then, police operations in university institutions to suppress
student struggles have numbered in the dozens. ( Indeed there are so many that I want a whole paragraph just
about them) From the 92 arrests of militants in the occupation of the rectorate of the ΕMP (NATIONAL
METROPOLITAN POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE) in view of the 17N , more than 40 arrests in the evacuation
operations of the occupied rectorate, the very recent arrests of students by ΕΚΑΜ ( SWAΤ- Special Weapons and
Tactics) in the ASOEE (Athens University School of Economics), the evacuation operations of the squa
‘’Biologiko’’ and the new (then) shelter in the Chemical School.

Law 4777

One of the last key laws passed by the Greek state is Law 4777, which came to be voted on, constituting
another link in the chain of the attack on the student movement (see law abolishing asylum) and on social and
class resistances in general (see law banning assemblies, upcoming anti-worker law), it is worth mentioning
that it was tabled in the midst of a generalised and harsh lockdown and repression in the public sphere.
Despite the favourable environment for the state (lockdown, ban on assemblies, repression, closed
universities, etc.), this struggle, which started before the law was passed, managed to mass and break the
bans on the street, resulting in increasingly massive marches of thousands of students throughout the country.
The escalation of the struggle found thousands of students, pupils, teachers, militants, anarchists and
solidarity activists in the streets on the day of the law's passing, where there were also dynamic clashes with
the repressive forces.
Occupations of rectories, struggle until summer '21
After the passing of the law, Thessaloniki was at the centre of the movement, when on 22 February 2021
three student associations occupied the administration building of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki,
with the state responding with generalised repression inside the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, dozens of
arrests of students, beatings, tear gas and chases inside the university. Despite the harsh repression, a few
hours later the building of the Rectorate was reoccupied, becoming a centre of struggle with libertarian
characteristics, which was a crucial turning point and massiveized the student struggle, resulting in continuous
demonstrations of thousands of people in Thessaloniki for months, massive clashes with the forces of
repression, with thousands of people supporting the student bloc with libertarian characteristics (which all this
time is the most massive). The occupation of the rectorate of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki inspired
similar occupations of rectorates in universities in the rest of Greece which lasted for several weeks. The
occupied rectorate of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki was evacuated a second time in March, resulting
in dozens of other arrests. However, this resulted in the multiplication of occupations in the faculties and the
revival of the general assemblies of students, where, in combination with the organized and structured
intervention of libertarian and anarchist students within the student associations, a libertarian majority
student current was created, which is expressed in weekly demonstrations so far, and dozens of other actions.

The dozens of occupations of faculties of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (a proposal of struggle put
forward by this libertarian concept), the re-tenancy of the university with hundreds of events and actions
supported by thousands of people, turned the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki in the midst of a pandemic
into a place of political and social osmosis with radical characteristics. We note that before the second
evacuation of the occupied rectorate, and while the struggle of the hunger striker D. Koufontina was at a
critical point, the state attempted another evacuation which failed thanks to the reflexes of the militants and
solidarity activists. In particular, we note that in a city terrorized by police, 150 solidarity activists carried out
the first nationwide evening march amidst bans in order to enter the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki to
reinforce the occupiers of the Rectorate, where they succeeded (despite the police chemicals).
The state in response declared that on 15 April it would install police forces within the largest Universities in
the country. The appointment given by the state was answered by the dozens of occupations of schools and
rectorates nationwide (e.g. in the big urban centers of Thessaloniki, Athens, Piraeus and elsewhere). The state
in the face of a student movement (in which students, teachers, workers, political forces etc. participated)
with such massive and radical characteristics, was forced to refold and readjust its planning for the upcoming
September.

New Year Septembre '21-'today
In the wake of the dynamic mobilisations that developed in the previous period, the state repression found
space to unfold its attack:
In particular, a summons was issued to 14 militants who participated in an occupation of a university campus
for compulsory DNA testing under the pretext of linking evidence to attacks that had taken place against the
police some years before. From the beginning, anarchists started solidarity actions, organised information
actions, debates and demonstrations. To date, no DNA taking has taken place with the militants and solidarity
activists setting up mounds in their plans.
The Permanent Police Presence and Its Preparation
The repression in the past period has placed emphasis on the redevelopment of the university and the
preparation of a permanent police presence on the campuses. Specifically, it announced a budget for the
redevelopment of the Biology faculty, whose plans included the evacuation of the 34-year-old occupation. The
evacuation and demolition of the occupation took place on New Year's Eve when the campus was empty of
people. In the following days, a new occupation took place near the old one, which was evacuated a few days
later, with an almost simultaneous invasion of an Athens school and arrests of students who were claiming
space that had been sealed off by the school's dean's office.

A few months later, work resumed in the now-vacated squat in the biology building, when once again the
university was empty of people due to the Easter holidays. Immediately reflexes of students came out to chase
away the security guards who were inside the university with platoons of YAT lined up inside the university
and constantly clashing with people. On the second day anarchist students blocked the work and clashed
again with the police forces. In the following days the police were now camped as a matter of routine in the
empty university and then the students harassed them. There was a large stencil on the spot where the police
had camped that misrepresented the university's logo by equating it with a police station. While students
hung over their heads while the campus was blocked from all entrances.
One of the very big stakes that the student, anarchist and broader social and class movement in Greece has to
face is the permanent presence of the police on the campuses.
The first 400 of the 1000 ΟPPI (UPG - University Protection Groups) university police, end their training on 17
May 2022 and their announcements want them permanently inside the university in the near future.

Some Theory
University asylum, cops in campuses and student struggles
Moving on to a deeper analysis of the educational restructurings themselves, the violation and attempt to
abolish asylum and the installation of university police, beyond the pre-emptive counter-insurgency within the
Greek state, we see an absolutely unified plan, at least for the European university. Since the end of the 90s,

then, we have had a concerted effort by European states, mainly to change the character of the university, the
consequences of which we see today.
OECD-IMF-WTO supranational agreements, the domination of the centre over the periphery in the
neoliberal university
With participation in transnational organizations the concept of borders begins to break down at the local
level as it is undermined by the domination of the centre over the periphery.
The process of capitalist reconstruction begins with the birth of neoliberalism, i.e. the construction of the basic
economic-political conditions that would lead to the deconstruction of the social-democratic consensus and
the construction of neoliberal imposition.
The neoliberal process finds, at the most critical moment of its development, a temporary justification on the
one hand, but also a new great perspective for capitalism of deepening exploitation on the other hand, and a
path of development that would lead to the irreversible - as it is believed - global imposition of the capitalist
system. The event that provides these guarantees for capitalism is none other than the dissolution of the USSR
in 1991.
The justification of neoliberalism lies in the fact that it now perceives itself as the sole system of economic
constitution and management, while the dissolution of the USSR is the best occasion for the political
identification of the - long-ready social democrats with the neoliberals on the basis of the justification and
omnipotence of the latter. So much for the political sphere. But this is not enough to reduce neoliberalism to
an imperial/universal doctrine. It is the exploitation of the vacuum left by the dissolution of the USSR that will
give it that title. The globalization of the capitalist world. We are of course talking about the old art of
colonising the physical space and all the political-economic relations, correlations and factors that have been
formed in it (social needs, natural resources, people, etc.)
One of the consequences of the expansion of neoliberalism has been the geopolitical restructuring of
education as another sphere of life appropriated by capital internationally. This expansion builds 'territories'
and 'zones' in which there is greater commodification and exchange of 'educational units' on behalf of
transnational market programmes. Modern educational structures are a base for the reproduction of capital
and a laboratory for the production of market knowledge. The consequences of this process are multiple and
as intertwined as capital and nation, exposing both as common partners in the knowledge economy project.
The consequences of this structure reverberate globally with common problems, lack of access to education,
loss of homes due to student debt, and even an increase in police forces on campuses to meet its repressive
needs. Of course these measures have brought resistance, in Europe protesting against the Bologna Process
reforms, in the US against high tuition fees and public money cuts, in Latin America against the exclusion of
the poor from access to higher education and even more strongly in the grandiose mobilizations in Quebec
with student loan payment strikes and flagship student union organizing. The common elements in these
global issues are part of a complex system, the building of a knowledge economy as a supposed solution to a
failed global capitalist order.

On the way to Bologna… The first transnational agreements in the EU

Within the European Union, the tone is set by the Magna Charta Universitatum in Bologna in 1988. It brings
together the rectors of 430 European universities, who advocate for the need for student and faculty mobility
and the general cooperation of universities and much more for an exchange of documents, titles and
examinations. This will be followed by the Maastricht Treaty in 1992, which is the forerunner of the White
Paper of '93 on the convergence between Member States on the need for greater participation of private
capital in education and training systems, in order to market needs in the political organization of education
and the strengthening of business cooperation with education systems. This is followed by the White Paper of
'95, which will promote the financial flexibility of universities and encourage the search for new forms of
education funding.
In 1998, 910 years after the birth of the University of Bologna in the historic registry office, the Sorbonne
Declaration was issued, following a meeting of the French, British, German and Italian Ministers of Education
to discuss the vision of a unified education system. Europe and a series of ideas that a year later, in 1999, the
Bologna Declaration will be signed by the Ministers of Education of 29 European countries. The key points of
this treaty:
- "Adoption of a system that will be based on two courses, one undergraduate (lasting at least three years)
and one postgraduate. The first cycle degree will be recognized in the European labor market as a competent
professional qualification, while the second cycle should lead to a postgraduate and / or doctoral degree
- Establishment of a system of credits type European System of Transfer of Credits (ECTS = European Credit
Transfer System), for the "promotion of the widest possible mobility of students" and the comparability of
degrees. According to this standard, a full year of academic study corresponds to 60 points in the ECTS system,
these credits are divided per course. Also, as pointed out, Credits can also be gathered outside the framework
of Higher Education.
-Promotion of the "necessary European dimensions" in Higher Education, mainly in terms of curricula,
cooperation between institutions, mobility, as well as "integrated curricula and training, training-education
and research".
In the decade 2000-2010 that follows in a number of countries of the European Union, student movements
break out that oppose the transformation of higher education systems as it is attempted in each country
separately but as commonly agreed in the University of Bologna Declaration and renewed with regular
sessions and agreements. Typically, in 2003 a meeting of education ministers is held in Berlin with the
intention of accelerating the implementation of the restructuring on the horizon, not in 2010, but in 2005.
Libertarian education as an imperative value : To defend the public outside and beyond the State.
"Education today means taming, educating, taming. It has a single very specific idea and will to make children
accustomed to obedience to believe and think in obedience to the prevailing social dogmas. It is not interested
in supporting the spontaneous development of the child's abilities, it does not let the child develop his natural
needs, spiritual and moral. It is only to impose a different thinking on them so that the present regime is
maintained forever; it wants to create a person closely adapted to the social mechanism. "

F. Ferrer, anarchist pedagogue, founder of the "Modern School" in Barcelona
As anarchists we are against both private and state universities, as we seek a university free from outside
interference, organised by society itself, reflecting its needs and desires. We want a public university that does
not conform to the demands of the labor market and does not serve the interests of the state. It is important
at this point to redefine the concept of 'public', as it is nowadays directly associated with the state.
The public, social university that we envision is one that is shaped according to social needs, one that provides
objective and impartial knowledge - knowledge that is not directed by someone higher but by the very people
who acquire it, who transmit it, who transform it into action, who experience its consequences - . Knowledge,
not fragmentary and specialised, but knowledge that is total and life-giving, capable of sharpening people's
critical thinking and not just of shaping them in a way that is appropriate to integrate them into the labor
market while appeasing their potential aspirations for radicalization, thus perpetuating the dominant ideology.
We advocate a libertarian education based on mutual help, solidarity, creativity and the diversity of everyone.
In the context of a libertarian education that we advocate, the learner is projected as a subject of the
educational process and can directly contribute to its reconfiguration in order to harmonize it with his/her
interests. It is, in fact, about self-management of learning and self-regulation of the curriculum, so that
homogeneous packages of knowledge are not imposed on people and therefore individuals are not formed
with the same perceptions. Thus, the individual learns something because he/she really wants to learn, and
this learning is achieved through an interaction with his/her teachers and fellow students. In conclusion, we
propose a process of co-construction of the educational content by those involved with it, and as far as the
educational process is concerned, we believe that it is achieved through interaction and practice rather than
passive memorization of facts.
We are moving on the roads that were marked by the mass student mobilizations of the past, such as those of
'90-'91 against the Kontagiannopoulou law, which even succeeded in preventing this law and the resignation
of the minister, those of '06-'07 with the revision of article 16, etc. Undoubtedly, we also keep as a legacy the
struggle of last year with the occupation of the rectorate and the mass marches and we continue to fight
against a completely sterile and adapted to the European standards university that is being evangelized. We
defend the university asylum, we seek a libertarian education through occupations, strikes, forms,
associations. We oppose the guild logic and put forward demands that are more substantial and
comprehensive, having as our primary objective the uprooting of the capitalist system and the state, knowing
that they determine, according to their interests, the content of education and the way it is taught, in order to
seal their survival and their further strengthening.

